Terms and conditions
Used Tarifold® pockets return offer
Article 1: Presentation of the offer
The company TARIFOLD SAS hereunder referred to as ”the organizer”, registered in the Trade and Companies
Register N° 915 620 876 00085, whose head office is located at 1, rue de l'industrie, 67118 GEISPOLSHEIM,
organizes from january 1st, 2021 to january 1st, 2022 a return of used pockets campaign.
The aim of this campaign is to offer a solution that prevents end-users from throwing away their used Tarifold
pockets.
The aforementionned campaign to return used pockets will hereinafter be referred to as the "offer".

Article 2: Campaign rules
Principle: any used pocket, normally intended for waste can be returned to Tarifold on the condition of
meeting the return criteria described in Article 5. The organizer will take care of recycling the pocket at its
own cost.
A Tarifold® pocket is a pivoting sleeve with a steel wire frame of different colors and formats as per the
picture below:

All Tarifold® branded pockets matching the criteria presented in Article 5 "SKU benefiting from the offer" of
this document, which will be returned by the user to the organizer, will be recycled.
Any pockets of other brands or materials will not be taken back. Accessories, such as wall mounts, desk
stands, magnetic caps or side stops, are not involved in the offer.
To return used pockets to the organizer, the customer needs to download and fill out the return slip on
tarifold.com, put the used pockets in a box, then send it to the organizer. Shipping costs are the sender’s
expense.
There is no limitation in the number of pockets that can be returned.
The organizer commits to disassemble any returned pocket that meets the return criteria (Cf.Article 5), then
have it recycled by a recycling service provider.
The user will be informed by letter or e-mail that his pockets have been recycled.

Article 3: Participants
This offer is intended for all the organizer’s professional end-customers, regardless of their geographical area.
Any Tarifold® pocket user, located anywhere in the world, can return their used pockets. It is specified that
resellers and agents are excluded from this offer.
Article 4: Period of validity of the offer
This promotion is valid for each pocket returned to the organizer between September 27th, 2020 and
September 27th, 2021, proof by the date indicated on the return slip and postal stamp.
The organizing company reserves the right to extend the period of validity of the offer.
Article 5: SKU benefiting from the offer
Returns are only for Tarifold® branded pockets. Accessories, such as wall mounts, desk stands, magnetic caps
or side stops (non-exhaustive list), are not involved in the Offer.
The following pocket references can be returned for recycling:
1. Pockets









Pivoting pockets: 11400X; 11500X; 11300X; 12400X; 11410X; 11310X
Stainless steel pivoting pockets: 114129
Sterifold animicronial pivoting pockets: 114507; 114502; 114567; 114562
Foldfive Pivoting pockets: 194109
Fold’up Pivoting pockets: 194201
Drypocket Pivoting pockets: 114063
Landscape Pivoting pockets: 117009; 117109; 11800X; 11810X
Standard Pivoting pockets: 13450X; 134603; 133603; 13350X

2. Pockets of Wall display systems








Pro wall kit PVC pockets : 920303; 920305
Metal wall kit pockets: 41410X; 41510X; 41710X; 41310X; 41415X; 46410X; 42410X; 42710X
Magnetic wall kit pockets: 416161; 416163; 416167; 414169; 41460X; 413609
Stainless steel wall kit pockets: 41720X
Food wall kit pockets: 416259
Sterifold antimicrobial wall kit pockets: 414507; 414502; 414567; 414562
VEO wall kit PVC pockets: 714517

3. Pockets of Desk display systems






Metal desk kit pockets: 43410X; 43420X; 43430X; 434409; 434509; 434609; 435109; 435209; 435309; 435409; 435509;
435609; 433109; 433209; 433309; 433409; 433509; 433609
Foldfive desk kit pockets: 434179
Sterifold antimicrobial desk kit pockets: 434157; 434152; 434807; 434802
VEO desk kit PVC pockets: 744117
Steel Rotary kit pockets : 444409; 444509

The following pockets are excluded from the offer:
1. Pockets




Easy Load Pro Pivoting pockets : 924007
Easy Load Pivoting pockets: 114909; 1149001
Design Pockets: 704300; 704301

2. Pockets of Wall display systems





Easy Load wall kit pockets: 414909; 414901
Candy Line wall kit pockets: 414171; 414174; 414175; 414178
Design wall kit pockets: 714300; 714301
VEO wall kit PP pockets: 714507; 114047

3. Pockets of Desk display systems





3D desk kit pivoting pockets: 475157; 475107
Easy Load desk kit pockets: 434909; 434901; 434907
Design desk kit pockets: 734300; 734301; 734350; 734351
VEO desk kit PP pockets: 744107; 114047

Article 6: Non-return
The reception of the products in resumption is final. Once the organizer has received the used pockets, they
cannot be returned to the customer.

Article 7: Recycling of returned pockets
Tarifold undertakes to recycle returned pockets in conformity with current environmental standards at its
own costs.

Article 8: Reimbursement of costs
No claims for reimbursement of expenses incurred by participants will be accepted.

Article 9: Personal information
Following current regulations, the personal or corporate information collected while participating in the offer
is recorded and intended solely for the organizer for the purposes of their participation. It will neither be
used for commercial purposes, nor sold or transferred to third parties in any way whatsoever.
In accordance with the "Data Protection Act" of January 6, 1978, participants have the right to oppose, access,
correct and delete data concerning them. Any request must be sent by post to the address of the organizing
company:
TARIFOLD SAS, 1 rue de l'Industrie, 67118 Geispolsheim, France.

Article 10: Cases of force majeure / Reservations
The organizer shall not be held liable if, due to a case of force majeure or beyond its control, the offer should
be modified, shortened or cancelled. This notion of force majeure, which is not limitative, includes any
technical, software or hardware failure.

Article 11: Liability / Acceptance of payment
Participation in the offer implies the unreserved acceptance by the participants of these rules in their
entirety.
The organizer reserves the right to modify these rules and regulations without prior notice or announcement.
It may also extend the operation if deemed necessary.

Article 12: Interpretation
Any question of application or interpretation of these Terms and conditions, or any unforeseen issue that may
arise, will be decided by the organizer in accordance with French law. It will also be possible, in case of doubt, to
contact the organizing company at the email address for more information at tarifold@T3Lgroup.com , and no
later than ninety days after the deadline for participation in the offer as indicated herein. In case of persistent
disagreement on the application or interpretation of these rules, and in the absence of an amicable agreement,
any dispute will be submitted to the competent court of Strasbourg, France which has exclusive jurisdiction.

